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Welcome to the Wild Woman
Weekly newsletter!

I am so excited to connect each
week and share with you cycle
wisdom tips, mantras & rituals,
hormone healthy products, and
general witchy sh*t to help you
awaken the wild woman within!

This newsletter is a sacred, wild
respite from all the noise &
*influencing* (#barf) on social
media. 

My soul has been craving, dreaming, longing for this space for quite
awhile now. If you've been feeling the same way too, I'm glad you've
found us. 

Welcome home.

Hello!

xoxo, Brandy
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The days are getting longer.  The birds are startng to sing their song. The little buds

are popping up on the trees. I know there are SO MANY devastating, unfathomable

things going on in the world, and yet this everyday beauty still exists all around us. 

I have grown to appreciate the juxtaposition of joy and pain, of bliss and sorrow. It

serves as a reminder of the sheer resiliency of joy & bliss. They are not to be f*cked

with!

And, so for this week's weekly updated I feel called to offer a reminder - that we are

doing ourselves a disservice if we choose to only focus on the pain & suffering. They

are real, they exist, & they require not only our attention, but action too. And yet,

suffering does not destroy joy. Joy will always exist. We will always have the

opportunity to see & feel joy. It may be small. It may not be the joy we were hoping

for, but it will still be there. 

And so this week I challenge us all to spend some time with Joy - not to ignore the

reality of suffering & injustice, but to appreciate the reality of joy that exists all at the

same time.

by Brandy Oswald

WEEKLY UPDATE
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 testosterone. As excess

androgen levels decline, acne

tends to clear up. With or without

the fancy face creams &

cleansers.

So, what's my go-to trick for

clearing hormonal acne? 

Spearmint Tea

That's right! This little minty tea is

great for lowering androgens &

clearing acne. In fact, spearmint

tea is how I got rid of my cystic

acne years ago!

Hormonal acne is caused by - yep, you guessed it,

hormones - which is why it's crazy to me that we

spend YEARS trying to heal hormonal acne on a

topical level. 

To heal & prevent hormonal acne we have to look

at our hormones - radical, I know! Face creams &

cleansers may be helpful on a skin level, but

they're never going to balance your hormones. 

Hormonal acne is most commonly triggered by

elevated levels of androgen hormones like

Why face creams &
cleansers don't heal
hormonal acne
by Brandy Oswald

CYCLE WISDOM
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DID YOU HEAR?

OMG?!

Apparently kids these days
reference all of us as "being born
in the 1900's".

I can't. 

Excuse me while I go Google how to get
one of those electric stair climber
machines & reading glasses.

WAIT, WHAT?!

New Zealand just passed a
measure that allows paid leave
to couples after experiencing a
miscarriage!

Learn more here.

Last week Topanga's husband
found shrimp tails in his
Cinnamon Toast Crunch cereal.
Am I the only one who's outraged that
this grown man was eating a sugar-
loaded cereal for breakfast?!

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/25/world/asia/new-zealand-miscarriage-paid-leave.html
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2021/03/10385568/cinnamon-toast-crunch-shrimp-jensen-karp-conspiracy


WHAT'S THE DEAL WITH YONI STEAMING?
B Y  B R A N D Y  O S W A L D

Yoni steaming is getting a lot of
attention recently. Herbal tea
for our vaginas, are we really
doing this?

The answer is, yes, at least for
some of us.

Yoni steaming is the practice of
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WITCHY SH*T

sitting bare-bottom over a
gently steaming pot of herbs. It
has been used for centuries in
traditional cultures & in ancient
healing arts like Ayurveda. 

Yoni steaming is said to be
helpful for easing menstrual
cramps, optimal menstrual

bleeding, increasing circulation
to the pelvic region, & more 

Is there  a bunch of science
behind it - No. Has it been used
for a really long time - It seem
so. Do some women swear by it
- Yes! Learn more here!

https://www.yinovacenter.com/blog/diy-v-steam/
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STEAMING

ESSENTIALS

High-Quality Water

High-quality water is essential. We
don't want to sit down for this
sacred, wild woman ritual and blast
our vag with highly chlorinated,
chemcial-filled water.

*Some babes don't even use herbs,
they just treat themselves to a warm
steam treatment.

YONI

A Personalized Herbal Blend

Different herbs support different
cycle scenarios. I recommend
working with an herbalist to tailor
the blend to your needs.

A Yoni Steam Stool

A steam stool is not *required* but it
makes it easier because it will have a
little hole cut out for the steam to
rise through. I use this stool.

https://www.etsy.com/listing/708400060/short-yoni-steam-stoolvaginal-steam?ref=shop_home_active_3&pro=1&frs=1


P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

The Yoni Love Ritual is a simplified version of the

Yoni Breathwork & VIsualizaton practice that I

teach in the Sauvage Sisterhood Membership

Community. It's centered around the fact that we

can't expect to have easy, feel good periods +

vibrant fertility if we're constantly talking smack

about our womb space - aka the "yoni".

We have to act in alignment with what we want,

which means that we must shift our thoughts &

language away from cursing our cycles towards

loving + appreciating them.
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WEEKLY RITUAL

Yoni Love Ritual

How-To: Yoni Love RItual

> Place hands over your womb

space in the shape of an upside

down triangle (see below)

> Draw your attention to the

womb space & begin to envision

the organs & energy that make

up this space.

> Silently or aloud, share loving

words with your womb space. My

faves - "I love you. Thank you."

Practice Yoni
Love Ritual each
evening before
bed this week.

By Brandy Oswald

https://www.sauvagewellness.com/membership


Weekly Mantra

Will this make
me feel how I
want to feel?
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C O N N E C T  W I T H  M E
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Want to be featured in  Wi ld Woman Weekly?  Message me at :
sauvagewel lness.com/contact

SAUVAGE SISTERHOOD
MEMBERSHIP
Spring enrollment opens
TOMORROW!!
TELL ME MORE ➤ 

NEW THIS MONTH IN THE MEMBERSHIP COMMUNITY

> Cycle Tracking 101 intensive - Everything you'll need to know to start
tracking AND charting your cycle ASAP!

> Cycle Syncing for Wild Woman - How to align your cycle with the moon,
boost fertility, & balance irregular cycles

GET THE FULL DETAILS➤ 

WILD WOMAN NEWS

http://instagram.com/sauvagewellness
http://www.sauvagewellness.com/blog
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/membership
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/membership
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/membership
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/conceive-with-confidence
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/conceive-with-confidence


DISCLAIMER: All information in this guide is presented as an educational
resource and is NOT medical advice. By reading this newsletter you also
recognize that neither Brandy Oswald, Sauvage Wellness, or any of our
employees are doctors, nurses, physicians, psychotherapists, or in anyway
licensed medical practitioners and neither Sauvage Wellness nor Brandy
Oswald has promised, or will: (1) provide medical advice; (2) provide 100%
effective birth control options; (3) provide 100% effective pregnancy
achievement options; or (4) heal any or all hormonal health symptoms. This
guide is a specialized form of education and is not the same as professional
or licensed medical advice and intervention; and you recognize that it is your
responsibility to seek such services from a licensed professional. Even as a
trained fertility awareness instructor and coach, I am not a medical provider
and do not give medical advice. All information provided in this guide is of a
general nature and is intended only for educational purposes to help with
your personal health improvement goals and should not be relied on as
medical advice. Always consult a physician with any health concerns and  prior
to changing your lifestyle, birth control, or prescription medicine routine. 


